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Printed Text To Voice Communication For Vision
Defect People Using Artificial Intelligence
V.Prabhu, D.Ruban Thomas, S.Ashok
Abstract : There are a great many visually challenged persons on the planet. The powerlessness of perusing has enormous effect on the personal
satisfaction. Existing arrangement of content acknowledgment are restricted by depending on explicit shapes or shading and of mind-boggling expense.
The primary thought of this undertaking is to perceive the content having distinctive textual style styles and textual style shading and afterward convert
into discourse signals. The content is sectioned to isolate the character. Division is trailed by limit discovery and the content is separated. These are
carried out using the software named Tesseract. Then it is saved as a text file. The major work of this project is to train the Tesseract software to
recognize printed text in any font style and font color from which to increase the accuracy of this software. Finally text is converted into speech. Coding is
done in the popular language python.
Keywords : Raspberry Pi, Tesseract OCR, espeak,Text to Voice, Artificial Intelligence(AI) and Neural Networks
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1. INTRODUCTION
It has been estimated that millions of people are visually
challenged persons around the World and are said to suffer a
lot. The survey has been made on 2018. Comprehensively, it
is evaluated that around 1.3 billion individuals live with some
type of separation or close to vision disabled. With respect to
remove vision sight, 173.7 million have mellow vision sight
hindrance, 198 million have moderate to serious vision
debilitation, and 34 million individuals are visually blind. Such
people are often assisted by someone else. But the
development of technology would be helpful to assist such
people without disturbing others. The first idea starts with
assisting the people in the case of reading texts by using
certain assist modules. This module consists of two parts.
One is the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for printed
Text Information Extraction and Text to voice module for
converting it into speech.

2. METHODOLOGY
The proposed system consists of the specs module which is
useful for the vision defected to read the printed texts. The
idea is to improve the accuracy of the Tesseract-OCR
software by using the artificial intelligence. It consists of a
specs with pi camera attached with it, OCR module and Text
To Speech module as shown below.
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Fig.1 Text to Voice
Communication Block diagram
The actual work is to develop a neural network and train it
accordingly and slowly to obtain more accurate results. The
trained module is then combined with the existing tesseractOCR module.
2.1. Method of Operation
The raspberry pi is at first fueled in through a USB port of
outside power source. certain python codes are executed for
catching picture, the caught picture is then changed over to
content by OCR tesseract motor. Essentially, a book is
perceived by the properties of division, limit location and
versatile classifier. Versatile classifier utilizes standard xtallness standardization technique which estimates the
stature of the tops letter, little letter, descended and ascender
statures. In limit identification, edge recognition strategy is
executed in which the edges of the content alone are
perceived. Division is utilized to parcel a picture that is a lot of
pixels into numerous portions its definitive point is to improve
the picture to make in simpler manner to dissect
2.2. Capturing the images
The pictures can be caught as a still picture or an
arrangement of pictures utilizing a JPEG encoder. The
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Raspberry Pi camera can catch pictures in pace of 20fps at a
goals of 640 x 480. The data transfer capacity of Raspberry
Pi is restricted. Likewise if the memory size of the SD card is
excessively little, it can't hold enormous measure of
information.
2.3. Open Source OCR engine
The Tesseract is the open source engine which has been
used for the purpose of more accurate extraction of the text.
The following code is used to install the software.
$ sudo apt-get istall tesseract-ocr
The inputs are given to the tesseract software. The
words are first given to the adaptive classifier of the tesseract
software. This adaptive classifier is used to classify whether
the given input is a character or a non-character. Tesseract
uses this type of adaptive classifier instead of using a static
classifier. The main difference is that the adaptive classifier
here uses to baseline z-height normalization method other
than using size normalization like in the case of a static
classifier.
2.4. eSpeak module
eSpeak is an easy access open source software which is
capable of reading the inputted texts in English or other
languages. To install the TTS engine, the following codes
can be used
$ sudo apt-get install espeak
$ sudo apte-get install python-espeak
An on-board jack is available in Raspberry Pi which
is generated by PWM output. The audio output is obtained
through a speaker which is extended from Raspberry Pi.

Fig.2 Hardware Implementation
The info content picture is caught through Pi camera and the
content are perceived by division which is the way toward
changing over advanced picture to various portions. At that
point it is changed over into dark scale which identifies the
scope of monochromatic conceals from highly contrasting.
This is trailed by edge limit recognition which recognizes the
limits of item inside picture. The below procedure is appeared
in Fig 3

3. Implementation and Results
The fundamental work is focused on preparing the tesseract
programming so as to improve the precision. The tesseract
programming is prepared with the assistance of counterfeit
neural system.
An artificial neural network has been
developed and it is trained using the pre-defined data sets,
which is called as the ―Feed-forward‖ model. This means
that the inputs are given to the neurons, processed and
outputs are generated. The datasets depend on the type of
output that we require. These networks are slow learners.
Hence, they should be trained slowly by feeding the changes
little by little. Finally, these data are combined with the
existing tesseract software for the most accurate detection of
the text which are to be extracted and converted into speech.
3.1. Input Image Sets
The outputs are tested by providing various input images in
format of JPG, PNG etc and the images having different font
styles and font colors. Black and White images and the
images with various background colors are given as the
input. The words at the corner which are not captured
correctly are misread by the tesseract software.
3.2. Hardware Module
The equipment of proposed framework comprises of
Raspberry Pi 3 model B+, Pi Camera, Speaker. A camera
with 5MP is associated with Raspberry Pi by means of the
USB port. A power supply of 5V is given for the Raspberry Pi.
The execution of equipment gave underneath.

Fig.3 Captured image

Fig.4 Recognized Text Output
The picture is changed over into content record as appeared
in Fig 4. At that point it is converter into discourse signal
through e-talk programming. The commotion is redressed
utilizing ALSA Equalizer.
Advanced Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA)
The Advanced Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA) gives piece
driven sound card drivers. It replaces the first Open Sound
System (OSS). Other than the sound gadget drivers, ALSA
additionally packages a client space driven library for
application designers. They would then be able to utilize
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those ALSA drivers for abnormal state API advancement.
This empowers direct (portion) communication with sound
gadgets through ALSA libraries.
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5. REFERENCES

Information types
ALSA utilizes various information types for parameter
esteems, which must be set in the clients separate
arrangement record. Some keys acknowledge numerous
information types, while most don't.
Activity modes
There are diverse activity modes for parsing hubs, the default
mode is consolidate and make. In the event that activity
mode is either combine/make or consolidation type checking
is finished. Just same sort assignments can be combined, so
strings can't be converged with whole numbers. Attempting to
characterize a basic task in default activity mode to a
compound (and the other way around) will likewise not work.

4. CONCLUSION
We have tested using different images having different font
styles and font color and having colored background. The
result obtained has been verified successfully both as
simulation and hardware output. The images having hand
written texts are not recognized properly. Such images can
be trained and can enhance this device in a more efficient
manner. Printed text to voice voices are being developed far
and wide, and text to voice dialects are being included each
month. Anticipate that the cutting edge should sound more
full, have increasingly consistent vocal advances, and to
decipher substance better. Also, obviously, anticipate more
dialects. Along these lines, we expect that text to voice will be
normal spot, and perhaps even prevailing, as the wellspring
of voiceover in e-Learning and corporate sight and sound
confinement before the decade is out
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